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Abstract. Contemporary graphical tools for constructing spiking neu-
ral networks (SNNs) primarily focus on groups of neurons rather than
individual neurons, which overlooks the need for finer control required
for implementing spiking algorithms in SNNs. Such hand-crafted SNNs
excel in performing precise computations and may hold great potential
as energy-efficient co-processors for various computational applications.
However, the lack of graphical tools for precise SNN construction acts as
a barrier to entry into the field of neuromorphic computing, as new de-
velopers may benefit from visualisation for building intuition in crafting
SNNs.
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1 Introduction

This work introduces a novel graphical tool that facilitates the construction of
SNNs consisting of discrete-timed individual neurons and synapses as in the San-
dia Model [3]. The tool enables execution on both conventional and neuromor-
phic hardware. For conventional hardware, we utilise the "simsnn" [1] Python
package, while for neuromorphic hardware, we present a unique proof-of-concept
compiler that enables network translation and execution on the Loihi 2 archi-
tecture [2].

2 Key Findings

The developed software solution successfully addresses the identified require-
ments. The graphical interface provides the necessary fine-grained control over
individual neurons and synapses, making it a valuable resource for developers in
the field of neuromorphic computing. Additionally, the compiler demonstrates
the capability to translate a substantial subset of networks for efficient execution
on the Loihi 2 hardware.
⋆ Supported by Intel.
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3 Educational Use and Demonstration

During the demonstration (see video attached)3, we showcased the functional-
ity of the modelling tool developed in this research. The tool offers a graphical
user interface (GUI) accessible via web browsers and a back end server to facili-
tate the design and execution of spiking network algorithms. The demonstration
illustrated the following key features:

Network Construction: Users can construct spiking networks comprising individ-
ual neurons and synapses with weight and delay parameters using the intuitive
GUI.
Real-time Visualisation: The tool provides real-time visualisation of network
behaviour, including voltage plots and spiking patterns, enabling users to observe
the network’s operation.
Export and Import: Users can export created networks for sharing with others
and import pre-designed networks for further experimentation.
Configurable Features: The tool offers optional features, such as specifying ran-
dom generator seeds, which can enhance reproducibility and experimentation.

4 Conclusion and Future Directions

In conclusion, this research provides a valuable contribution to the field of neu-
romorphic computing by introducing a graphical modelling tool and a proof-of-
concept compiler for executing spiking network algorithms. While the tool and
compiler exhibit promising capabilities, there are opportunities for future work,
such as expanding the tool’s modular components and addressing limitations in
the compiler to support more complex networks. Additionally, comparative anal-
ysis with other neuromorphic platforms may further enhance our understanding
of their suitability for specific problem domains.

5 System Requirements

To access and utilise the modeling tool and compiler, users require a standard
web browser for the GUI interface. The back end server operates seamlessly, and
no additional dependencies are needed. Detailed system requirements and access
information are available upon request.

6 Economic and Societal Impact

This research not only contributes to advancing the field of neuromorphic com-
puting but also holds the potential for significant economic and societal impact.
By providing accessible tools for spiking neural network design and execution,
we empower researchers, developers, and educators to explore the capabilities of
neuromorphic computing, fostering innovation and knowledge dissemination.
3 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NsaX-EEGt9is4vKduldzQF5XtTmLzpu7/view?
usp=sharing
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